
Our mission is to provide free breast
health education, mammograms,

testing, and direct assistance to breast
cancer patients with wigs, support,

and resources in Arizona. 

       Super Survivors

Super Survivors Unite - Our Super Survivors Unite program provides an

opportunity for our community of survivors and their co-survivors to

connect over their shared experiences at fun gatherings.

Super Survivor Kits - We offer Super Survivor Kits to women going

through active breast cancer treatment. The kits include comfort items to

help women during a difficult time.

       Wig Program

Impacting women in Arizona undergoing chemotherapy treatment for

breast cancer with a free wig - providing them the comfort and

normalcy they deserve. Clients apply online and, once approved, may

select a wig of choice up to $300 at one of our approved wig shops,

and Check for a Lump pays the bill. 

       Mammogram Program

Providing free mammograms and all diagnostic testing necessary for

diagnosis of breast cancer to qualifying women in Arizona. Clients apply

online and, once approved, Check for a Lump is directly billed by the

imaging company partners. We also host mammogram events through

mobile mammography units.

       Education Program

Empowering women in Arizona and beyond with invaluable breast

health facts and preventive information. Distribution through annual

magazine publication, social media, website, and other media outlets.

PROGRAMS

$25,000 would provide 250 women

with a free, lifesaving mammogram

$10,000 would provide 34 women

undergoing chemotherapy for breast

cancer with a free new wig to provide

her the comfort and normalcy she

deserves 

$5,000 would provide 5,000 women

with invaluable breast cancer facts

and prevention education

$2,500 would provide 50 women

with a Super Survivor Kit that gives

comfort in a difficult time

WAYS TO HELP AND GIVE
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Educated over 300,000 people 
Provided over 1,900 free new wigs
Provided over 700 women with free mammograms and
diagnostic testing
Hosted monthly support events
Delivered comfort kits to women going through treatment

In the past twelve years we have: 
Together we are making a difference

in the fight against breast cancer.

$1,000 would help make a

difference in the fight against breast

cancer



Education Testimony
“I just had my 1st mammogram. It was

so easy and so fast! Check for a Lump

makes it so easy to get FREE onsite

mammography. I encourage all

women who are out there nervous –

just do it! It is a lot easier than you

think it is.” 

Mammogram Testimony
"Your educational message was phenomenal! You

have no idea the impact you had on my daughter .

. . You spoke from a wicked experience. You spoke

it without judgment. You spoke it with passion. . .

Thank you for continuing to share your message

of prevention and the many ways we can make

change in our lives to live healthier, hopefully

longer lives. Your non-profits message rocked the

house!" - Kiffie



2021 Wig distribution in Maricopa Co.

Wig Testimony Support Testimony
 "Thanks for another wonderful informative

event! We had such a great time and the

salads were yummy and healthy too! Great

connecting with everyone there and

hearing each other's journey." - Zulema

"In the whirlwind after my diagnosis, I knew

before I started chemotherapy I wanted to

pick out a wig... “You should apply for a wig

grant through Check for a Lump”... I

applied, was approved, and went back

about a week later and picked out the

most perfect wig! It looks JUST like my old

hair and the money that Check for a Lump

provided covered it in its entirety." - Berklee

2021 Website Visitors - WorldwideSocial Media

"I received my kit the other day. I had no

idea this was coming. So many wonderful

items in the bag. Thank you so much." -

Candice 

21,856 new visitors, 2,276 returning visitors
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Gawley Plastic Surgery & Unicorn Philanthropy
Gawley Plastic Surgery, MD Skin Lounge and Unicorn

Philanthropy have been supporting Check for a Lump

through various fundraisers and benefiting events like

Knickers Fore Knockers and the Gawley Gala. They have

donated over $450,00 in the past 8 years.

Schumacher Mercedes-Benz
Schumacher Mercedes Benz donated $100 for every car

sold in the month of October raising a total of $27,000

The Mint Dispensory - Buds for Bras
The Mint hosted a Buds N' Bras Fundraising Drive.They

donated $1 for every pre-roll sold - $2,600! Funded two

mammography screening events for 30 women - $4,500!

Donated $1,000 to our Pink Out 5K! Total cash donations:

$8,100!!!

Rudy's "Country Store" and Bar-B-Q
Donated a dollar for every pink cup sold during Rudy's

October Pink Cup for a Cause in the month of October.

Raising up to $18,000 every year for the past 4 years.

Sunset Ridge Elementary School Students
Sunset Ridge Elementary held a coin drive in the month of

October and raised $1,282 for Check for a Lump.

National Charity League (NCL)
The mothers and daughters of NCL have been an invaluable

resource for Check for a Lump by volunteering and making

in-kind donations. Different chapters have made us the

benefiting charity during the month of October for monetary

or in-kind donations. 

Police Department - Pink Patch Project
Scottsdale, Mesa and Pinal County participated in the Pink

Patch Project through the sale of collectible uniform

patches. Support the Arizona breast cancer community at

pinkpatchproject.com.

Tri 4 the Cure
Tri 4 the Cure raised $10,000 annually through their events

to help make a difference in our breast cancer community!


